Andy’s
English
Show
…the children had lots
of fun…and were just
as enthusiastic as
their parents and the
other adults.
HAZ (Hannoversche
AllgemeineZeitung)
Hannover Region’s
daily newspaper

…a genuine true
Entertainer, who
really gets the
audience going as a
convincing compére
and with his
musical variety.

An English World
Actions and Stories in
Songs
English Dances
Supported with
Theatre
Movement
Costume
Props
For Full
Understanding
During a Show of
45 – 55 minutes
every child sings and speaks
approx. 1500 English Words in context

Weser Kurier
Bremen Region Weekly

Translation of above German article

Learning English in “next to no time”

Children’s Joining in Show
Resse (Germany) The Langenhagener “Englishman”
Andy Reed was recently guest in the primary school in
Resse and entertained the third and fourth year children
in his special way. “We could sometimes speak German
but first of all I’ll try everything in English.” he said. One
day he discovered his musical and comic talent and
decided to combine these with his wide educational
experience. (Head of a Primary School in Germany,
Secondary Co-ordinator in an International School, Head
of Mathematics Department in a Comprehensive School
in England) The result is an excellent mix of
entertainment and playful learning of the English
language. The pupils and teachers sit in a circle and
everybody takes part. Jumping up, sitting down, forcing a
grin and wobbling the bottom are just a few of the things
with which everyone joins in. It was hardly surprising that
after the initial slight embarrassment everyone had a lot
of fun and the English expressions went straight into the
bloodstream. Drawing on his experience as entertainer,
singer, musician and teacher Andy showed a playful
English world, that every child immediately sung, joinedin and understood…

Customised Shows
for every event and age
from 4 to 104 years old
Workshops for Youth

Andy Reed
Author, Entertainer, Singer, Caller,
Presenter (In-service teacher training), Musician
previously
Primary School Head
International School Secondary Co-ordinator
Comprehensive School Head of Mathematics
Department

www.absolutelyENGLISH.de
www.BRITISHentertainment.de

AndyReed@absolutelyLEARNING.de

 +49 (0)511 234 86 96
Horner Str. 16
30853 Langenhagen, Germany

